My War Memories, 1914-1918
transport had been put on runners, though these proved later to be unpractical, for they could not be used on roads which were only covered with snow in places.
The feats performed by man and horse during the following days are beyond description, and for ever redound to their honour. The heads of the marching columns worked their way laboriously through the snow-drifts. Wagons got stuck in the snow. The columns stopped and got longer and longer. The infantry edged their way past the wagons and guns, and tried to catch up with those in front. Ten to twelve horses were harnessed to guns and ammunition wagons. So the roads were gradually covered with long marching columns, infantry pushing ahead, interspersed with only a few guns and still fewer ammunition wagons. For the night or when fighting was taking place the columns closed up a little. After a few days the weather changed. The roads became impassable. Great pools of water covered the frozen ground off the roads and the surface of the marshes. It was lucky that by our wide encircling movement we captured provisions from the enemy's provision columns, for otherwise the whole operation would have had to be broken off through failure of supply.
The commands and the subordinate staffs had to face extraordinary difficulties. It was a long time before battle-worthy units could be brought up when an engagement with the enemy took place. Orders could not be transmitted, wires were broken down by the storm, messages did not arrive. And yet the most wonderful things were accomplished.
The operation, like most operations, did not pass without friction, which prejudiced the strategical unity.
General Litzmann's troops made good progress on the 7th. They got as far as Johannisburg and further south crossed the Pissa, On the 8th they took Johannisburg, and during the following days, their flank secured against any enemy movement from Osowiec, they pressed forward to Raigrod, where they met with strong opposition. An enemy attack from the direction of Osowiec was met and repulsed. At the same time the centre of the 8th Army, following close on the heels of the enemy
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